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If it's a misconception
Then why do I feel alone, with no direction anywhere,
anyways
It's such a crooked circle and I'm running around again
Looking for exit-signs and borderlines to take me
Somewhere different, someplace new
Where I can feel alive

I want to start to feel the world again
I want to find a place I've never been
Not gonna wait until they tell me when, we're alright
And if you want to, you can meet me there
We'll be together though we don't know where
And for the first time I am so aware
We're alright

If nothing ever changes, then why is it that I see
So many different faces always looking back at me
Have they always been there, maybe all that's new is
me
Facing the opportunities that set me free
Take me somewhere different, someplace new, where I
can feel alive

I want to start to feel the world again
I want to find a place I've never been
Not gonna wait until they tell me when, we're alright
And if you wan to, you can meet me there
We'll be together though we don't know where
And for the first time I am so aware
We're alright

I won't look back
I won't go back
There's no turning back this time

I want to start to feel the world again
I want to find a place I've never been
Not gonna wait until they tell me when, we're alright
And if you wan to you can meet me there
We'll be together though we don't know where
And for the first time I am so aware
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